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South Africa's energy crisis continues to

impede business growth. From 2009 to

2017, electricity prices have increased by

443% where inflation only increased by

98% across the same period. Considering

the current serious state of Eskom’s debt,

consumers can likely expect a continuance

of much higher than inflation electricity

price increases over the next several years.

With these forecasts in mind, businesses

are being forced to invest large sums to

restructure their energy consumption and

keep operational costs low, mitigating as

much of this risk as possible. 

 

 

Introduction

Although many avenues to achieve this exist, energy efficient lighting

has proven to offer the lowest hanging fruit as the smaller Capital expenditures

provide for shorter return on investments. Furthermore, LED Lighting

efficiencies continue to increase while their prices continue to decrease and

so- in stark contrast to South Africa’s electricity price -the situation is only

getting better



One of the first and easiest steps taken to

reduce energy consumption is by

converting conventional lighting systems to

LED technologies. Not only does this offer

excellent return on investments, it also

offers clients an opportunity to restructure

their lighting systems so that  lighting

maintenance demands are considerably

reduced, and Lux levels are maintained

above Occupational Health and Safety

standards.  

Halon Energy offers our clients a full

turnkey approach from lighting design

through to project implementation &

commissioning based on designed criteria.

Energy efficient
lighting

Lighting design

We pride ourselves on our ability to provide 

the latest in LED  technology due to our adaptable supply chain. Instead of

partnering with one specific brand, we source our lights from those brands

that prove to supply the best quality lights with the highest level of efficiency

across the globe at any given time. This allows us to adapt to market trends

and offer our clients the Lighting technologies that best suit their needs.



Halon Energy uses Building Information

Modelling programs to design lighting

systems  prior to implementation. This

allows us to determine the resultant

lighting levels, ensuring conformance

to OHS and SANS lighting standards. It

also ensures products are fit for

purpose and accommodate the various

environmental conditions that exist on

site. 

These designs create the benchmarks

used when commissioning projects. We

offer guarantees on designed Lux

levels, providing our clients with peace

of mind.

Lighting design



Unilever SA

Project references

Neopak

Unilever South Africa embarked on a

country-wide initiative to reduce

their energy demands. As part of this

initiative, Unilever contracted Halon

energy to convert existing lighting

systems to LED across all 4

manufacturing facilities.  6600 lights

were replaced, reducing energy

consumption by 311 240 kWh/month

and generating a monthly savings of

R299 411.00. Lux levels were

guaranteed against OHS standards,

and upon commissioning lux levels

were found to conform across the

entire country. 

Neopak's PE and Cape Town

branches discovered that their

existing lighting levels were low

due to ageing lighting

infrastructure. Neopak contracted

Halon to conduct lighting

assessments and re-designs based

on new LED lighting technologies.

These upgrades resulted in a R92

000.00 monthly savings.  



Truda Snacks

Project references

SPAR

Truda Snacks contracted Halon

energy to design and supply LED

lighting for their new factory being

built in Pietermaritzburg. Upon

completion of the project, Lux

levels were found to be higher than

designed, showcasing our

conservative approach to lighting

design - It is vital to design for a

worst-case scenario. Impressed

with the results, Truda snacks has

started to replace the lights in their

existing factory as well. 

Halon Energy has completed

lighting upgrades at Vangate and

Khayelitsha Super SPAR’s in Cape

Town, both of which enjoyed

significant lux level increases and

large energy savings. Halon offers

lights that are specifically designed

for retail outlets with customisation

that allows lighting to

accommodate any isle setup. 
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